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Name:Cast Your Vote Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Glossary of Game Terms
ballot (n.) a ticket or piece of paper 

used to vote in an election
government (n.) an organization that is in 

control of a country, state, city...
campaign (n.) the organization, and set 

of activities, that works to get a 
person elected to political office

issues (n.) important subjects or topics 
that people are talking or thinking 
about

candidate (n.) a person trying to be elected 
to a position in government

mayor (n.) elected leader of a city or 
town, often the mayor works 
closely with the city council

civic 
engagement

(n.) being involved with your city 
or town and the residents

oppose (v.) to disagree with or disapprove 
of (something or someone)

city council (n.) group of people who are 
elected by residents to make 
decisions for the city or town

qualification (n.) a special skill or type of 
experience or knowledge that 
makes someone suitable to do a 
particular job or activity

community (n.) a group of people who share 
a location, government, social 
space

quality (n.) how good something is; a 
characteristic or feature that 
someone or something has

debate (n.) a public discussion of 
important questions, involves 
differing opinions

red flag (idiom) an expression used as 
a warning signal, it indicates 
something that demands 
attention

election 
 

elect

(n.) the process of selecting 
someone for a public office by 
voting
(v.) to select (someone) for a 
position by voting

research (v.) to collect information about or 
investigate (something)

endorsement 

endorse

(n.) a public or official statement 
of support or approval
(v.)  to publicly/officially say you 
support or approve of (someone 
or something)

support (n.) approval or encouragement
(v.) give assistance to, especially 
financially

experience (n.) skill or knowledge that you 
get by doing something
(v.) to do or see (something) or 
have (something) happen to you

town hall (n.) event where public officials 
or political candidates address 
an audience by answering the 
public’s questions

funding (n.) money provided for a 
particular purpose, like political 
campaigns or other projects

vote 

voter

(v.) to make a selection during an 
election
(n.) a choice made when 
participating in an election; 
person who votes


